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AUS-PAC EXTENSION CONFERENCE - OCTOBER 1993 
Group Report 
Nine WADA staff (Dianne Hopkins, Brian Gabbedy, Don Burnside, Fionnuala Frost, Peter 
Nash, Charlie Thorn, Peter McLeod, Tom Sweeny and Peter Metcalfe) attended the inaugural 
Australia-Pacific Extension Conference in Queensland in October 1993. This group (with 
apologies from Charlie Thom and Tom Sweeny [Tom contributed with notes]) were able to 
meet after the conference to reflect on the experience, identify implications for Departmental 
activity and to make recommendations for extension based on their experience at the 
conference. 
The Experience 
The conference was smoothly run to a traditional format, with a mixture of Keynote speakers 
and theme sessions. The groups view was that the highlight of the conference was Michael 
Patton's address concerning the constancy of change and the need for "futuring" as a 
fundamental component of extension. The lowlight was a disappointing meeting to form an 
Australia-Pacific Extension Network. The WA groups concerns about the process used in that 
meeting were articulated to, and acknowledged by the organising committee. 
Some members of the group were surprised at the commonality of some approaches they had 
previously regarded as unique to WA. Others observed a range of techniques (eg. Rapid Rural 
Appraisal, local consensus data gathering) that have not yet been tried in WA. The frequency 
with which "change" was mentioned was clearly unsettling to a number of participants at the 
conference, particularly given the difficulty of predicting the future. In general however, it 
appeared that the future would be about more private sector extension, a "re-jigged", 
revitalised and more focused public sector, and an increased emphasis on evaluation. 
The group felt that the traditional conference format was inadequate to the task of providing 
clear guidance and direction to the extension discipline. Consistent with the philosophy that 
should prepare for and embrace change, the fonnat should have allowed for some more 
participative activities that could have led to defined outcomes from the conference. 
However, the group greatly valued the opportunity to develop networks, to be exposed to new 
extension approaches, to obtain specific ideas applicable to their own situations and for peer 
review of their papers and poster papers. 
RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE EXECUTIVE 
In the light of our learning from the AUS-PAC Conference, we make the following 
recommendations concerning the WAD A's role in extension. 
I) Our Audience and Our Role 
1 . 1)  The group considers the highest priority for WADA is to:­ 
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Ens~re that Departmental Programs identify with clients, priority outcomes to be 
achieved in partnership, and to together decide which activities currently undertaken by 
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WADA should be managed in alternative ways, 
The process used must result in our clients (including farmers, agropolitical organisations, 
agribusiness, consumers and processors) and extension officers having a clear understanding 
and ownership of the role and expected outcomes of WADA programs. This same collective 
must identify low priority activities currently undertaken by WADA extension staff, and the 
Department should then cease to perform these activities (whilst wherever possible, developing 
and encouraging other sectors to undertake these activities). 
1.2) We recommend:­ 
That together, the WADA and industry bodies actively foster the growth of, and develop 
directions and initiatives for those industries, and that the WADA increase its' profile in 
market development. an w t  •  _ ii  
Industry funding bodies have clearly stated that they intend to invest in industry and market 
development. It is therefore imperative that the WADA develops a higher profile in industry 
and market development. 
To ensure industry development, the WADA must facilitate existing and develop new linkages 
between farmers, marketing authorities, private enterprise and agribusiness, to enable market 
signals to be transferred to producers in a clear and concise manner. 
1.3) We recommend:­ 
That WADA facilitate more active involvement with its' clients in determining extension 
initiatives, proposed outcomes and the evaluation of these outcomes. 
This will assist us to establish concise client needs, improve self help information transfer and 
importantly, evaluate the success of our extension activities and skills. 
1.4) We recommend:- 
That the WADA participate not only in commercial and industrial, but also in rural 
social development. li iii i ii  ii i  ~till 
We recognise that in the future, rural communities will be faced with constant change and that 
the Department needs to broaden its' outlook to not only satisfy its' immediate responsibilities ( 
which are currently largely agricultural), but to develop means by which it is able to work more 
closely with rural communities. This will allow the Department to change in line with the rural 
community. 
2) Changing the Nature of Extension 
We recognise that the roles and responsibilities of extension are currently undergoing rapid and 
significant change, and that this has many implications for our clients, for extension staff and 
for their managers. 
2.1) The group considers the highest priority for the WADA in addressing this change, is to:­ 
]Build a culture in the WADA that identifies and embraces change. 
The WADA extension service needs to take greater control of its own destiny. It is our 
responsibility to identify opportunities and constraints facing the extension service, and hence 
be ready to challenge, adapt and evaluate our progress in the light of change. 
2.2) We recommend:­ 
That the WADA establishes as a fundamental role of extension officers, speculation and 
development of future extension roles and practices for the anticipated needs of our 
clients five years into the future. 
This recognises that the role of extension officers will change with the continually shifting 
requirements of our clients, and that we need to anticipate and accept these changes on an 
ongoing basis. 
2.3) We recommend:- 
That the WADA foster the development of professional linkages with extension people in 
other disciplines. 
The extension discipline has a generic knowledge and skills base that now occurs across a wide 
range of public and private domains (eg. adult education, health, community development, 
recreation and professional associations). Extension officers within agriculture can gain from 
and contribute to this rapidly growing area of professional endeavour. 
0 
2.4) We recommend:- 
That the WADA's Program development and delivery must include the formation of 
strategic alliances across agencies and client groups at a regional level to facilitate and 
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romot effective information flows and knowledge development. ti w o w .s t d  
When compared to the total information flow between farmers and other farmers, between 
agribusiness and farmers, and between the media and farmers, WADA extension staff 
contribute a relatively small proportion of the total information flow within rural communities. 
The effectiveness of the WADA extension service could be enhanced by maintaining existing 
and building new linkages focusing on particular extension activities that differ from normal 
client-base or discipline allegiances. 
2.5) We recommend:- 
That WADA develop an environment to encourage self directed learning amongst 
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WADA staff and its! client-base. s ill so i  
It is apparent that public extension activities should be based on adult education principles. 
These principles should also be applied in the training of WADA extension staff. This would 
encourage the development of a broader range of skills ( including some non-agriculturally 
based skills) to supplement the agricultural technical skills being developed by both the WADA 
extension staff and its' client-base. 
Individual points that were grouped to make up the above recommendations: 
I. I) WADA needs a clear strategy for extension that is understood by Government, industry 
and the farming community. 
Reduce time spent planning/justifying existence and spend more time on "real" activities. 
A strategy is needed to fill the gap left by Government withdrawing from reactive 
extension. 
Shedding of some existing activities with the endorsement of management, practitioners 
and audience. 
Clearly define most important issues - the Dept is then able to be effective as well as 
efficient. 
The Dept must identify what activities it should undertake. It cant do everything. 
Develop a clear definition of our roles and have acceptance of our initiatives by 
management, practitioners and audience. 
1.2) Allocate resources into identifying market failures and establish a least cost approach to 
overcoming these. 
Get into market/industry development and increase our profile. 
1.3) Create a self-help system to allow clients to access information needed for effective 
decision making and change. 
Develop mechanisms for identifying better what our clients need. 
Allocate more resources into identifying client needs - to assist in packaging information. 
Regular, regional, rural needs conferences. 
Develop mechanisms for evaluating extension activities. 
At least 20% of time in evaluation and use this better to determine client needs. 
l.4) A "Commission for the Future" of WA rural areas. 
Make it rural community development, not just agriculture. 
Identify the role of the Dept. in terms of local community development. 
2.1) Acceptance that we must relish and adapt to change. 
Become more exposed to "crisis management" to better deal with change. 
Train Extension staff to be able to accept change. 
2.2) Consciously "design" the next generation's extension person. 
2.3) Develop closer links with agribusines. 
Identify the agencies with whom the Dept may work in the future. 
2.4) Create a broader literature base in the library. 
WADA to lead in formal adult education. 
Rationalise our approach to groups. 
2.5) Investigate options for information transfer (ie. electronic to the masses) 
Increase the suite of skills (broad range and audience). 
Public extension activities should be based on adult education principles. 
Encourage self-directed learning amongst staff and client base. 
Continue to encourage and develop skills in self-directed learning. 
Increase training/learning and exposure to other extension personnel and activities. 
NASH/MCLEOD TRIP - OCTOBER 1993 
Neil Greer and Alex Banks - Nambour, 
After three days at the Surfers Paradise Australia Pacific Extension Conference we travelled to 
Nambour where we visited the Maroochydore Research Station (Horticultural Research 
Station) and talked to Neil Greer and Alex Banks, both horticultural advisers. Neil Greer is a 
lychee specialist and Alex Banks an avocado specialist. 
The first thing that became apparent on entering the research station which is also the district 
office, was a large sign placed out front stating the time and days advisers are available to the 
public. There are five advisers which operate an extension service, phone answering service 
and farm visits; but advisers are on1y available three days a week. Each of those advisers has 
particular specialities but can handle a wide range of horticulture enquiries. 
Inside the office immediately evident was the Farm Information Centre that that particular 
office have developed, but which has now gone further afield to other DPI offices. It consists 
of a library style set up with all their fannnotes, brochures, booklets, for each individual crop 
indexed and filed so that farmers can access it. There is a dedicated photocopier for farmers to 
use at 10 cents a copy, a dedicated video and TV setup with appropriate chairs for farmers to 
sit in, and desks at which they can sit and go through. 
The DPI is now (and particularly at Maroochydore) discouraging non-commercial growers 
from phoning their advisers to the extent that the girls in the front office ask whether the 
callers are commercial or non-commercial growers. They have definitions for non-commercial 
growers. Those people are encouraged to use, along with commercial growers, the farm 
information centre but the advisers are actively protected from those non-commercial growers. 
The most common question asked by non-commercial growers or prospective growers in the 
district was finding out more information about a particular horticulture industry. The advisers 
believe that a lifesaver for them has been to develop a video called "Buying the Fann and 
Siting it Right" looking at all the aspects required for each particular industry. That's taken a 
huge demand off their time. 
The advisers at Maroochydore have initiated a system called AGRILINK. This is a 16 volume 
lever arch file system where the core material of each particular industry is packaged and 
indexed for anybody to access. This is geared directly to the industry and is provided to shires 
as well as representatives of the industry, agribusiness and farmers. The kits cost about 
$100/folder and are supposed to be fully self contained. The advisers believe that this will take 
the heat off them in the future. The information contained in these folders is very much 
simplified and presented in a diagnostic manner. The symptoms are the things that the farmers 
look for when looking through the folders and then find out how to go about controlling it. A a 
section in the back of these kits contains significant reference material for each particular 
industry. This may be brochures or text books that are already prepared by the DPI or by 
external industries. The cost of each folder is adjusted depending on the cost of including 
these brochures or text books. 
In the reference material there are industry contacts for people to be able to find other sources 
of information. That was also a key in the Farm Information Centre where there was a very 
large board which contained a huge number of business cards for people to contact for further 
information. 
The AGRILINK program has managed to attract a fast-track publishing system through the 
DPI, allowing them to have an entire kit produced or published within a month's time frame. 
All the information contained in the kit has been designed, collated and edited by the advisers 
themselves. There is no additional resources obtained in order to do that. It has been put 
together in a very short time frame over a period of two or three months. AGRILINK is a 
much easier approach for horticulture than what the advisers in WA would face, because each 
horticultural industry is very specific. They don't need to link together into a total farming 
system such as the wheat/lupin rotation. Most farms are geared towards maybe one or two 
enterprises in the horticultural industry and are very small. For example the viable area for an 
avocado farm is 5-7 ha, similar to strawberries. 
They are developing AGRILINK to go on to CD Rom, a computer system to be based in their 
front office with a dedicated computer screen and printer. They are anticipating having a 
"touch screen" setup so that the growers can have an active screen appear in front of them, 
simply touch the screen at a point indicated, which will take them to the area of their concern. 
Having th ewhold thing on CD Rom also means that the system can be updated fairly easily. 
They currently don't have anyone dedicated to updating their Farm Information Centre 
information. This is up to the individual extension officers as they see fit to add more 
information as it becomes available. 
There are problems in that many farmers remove information from the files to photocopy and it 
tends to go back sometimes in the wrong order and indeed the files back in the wrong order in 
the shelves. The office staff are responsible to make sure the informatio nis arranged correctly. 
Front office staff are very involved in directing farmers at the information centre and assisting 
them in the right direction to the information that is available. 
Another feature of the advisers system was that they didn't undertake any farm visits unless it 
was specifically dealing with the actual projects that the advisers are working on. The 
horticulture extension officers deal with industry specific topics (eg. lychees, avocadoes or 
strawberries). Neil Greer who works with the lychees has industry groups with which he 
works. We felt they are in a privileged situation with horticulture in Queensland in that these 
industry groups are relatively specific to a particular product and they are also a captive 
audience. Many of the industries are new and developing and the growers concerned are 
obviously keen to help foster that industry. 
One other thing we found novel was the way in which the phone advisory service worked. 
The five advisers that are on duty for three days per week, spend half the day on the phone 
each day with a bit of an overlap here and there. They work Monday, Wednesday and Friday 
at this particular research station for enquiries but the enquiry service shuts down completely 
over the lunch hour. 
When working with groups, Neil Greer, the lychee horticulturist, has developed business 
orientated and marketing groups. These groups contain roughly a quarter of the growers 
within their area. 
The industry groups have a very large role in determining quality aspects. These groups are 
able to protect the industry by determining the quality of produce which is packaged and sent 
out. In working with these groups, the advisers have spent a fair bit of time looking at team 
building and leadership skills and working through identifying the barriers. One of the biggest 
barriers was growers being able to trust each other for development of quality control, as in the 
past it was on1y a small number of significant growers who were determining the quality of the 
industry. The groups size varies. In North Queensland, there are up to 80 people in that 
group and they see that number increasing. In southern Queensland there are 30 people and in 
Central Queensland there are 12-15 people. Advisers see themselves in the future becoming 
reference people, encouraging the independence of the group. 
The Queensland DPI seems to be going very strongly towards the Meycheck system with a 
large emphasis on having information on computer and computer decision making tools such 
as AVOMAN, RAINMAN, WHEATMAN, all meant to represent their respective crop 
management. 
Associated with A VOMAN and the avocado program, is the formation of what he calls 
productivity groups which have a focus obviously on avocado productivity. The size of those 
groups ranges from 6 to 30 members. These productivity groups appear often to be sponsored 
or under the auspices of local grower organisations. Alex Banks feels strongly that in the 
future the productivity groups will involve private consultants. Currently there are very few 
consultants in the area but he sees this changing. He sees consultants not only being part of 
these productivity groups but actively assisting in the running of the groups so much so that 
the DPI advisers will back out of those groups and be involved only with the industry 
development side of things and to provide information directly to the consultants. 
The advisers were asked if they had any role with landcare groups and they looked at me in 
horror and said: "No, thank the almighty God." The reason being is that a lot of the landcare 
groups in their area are "blockies", which are small hobby farmer people or holiday based 
people who are all full of"warm and fuzzies". There are no real farmers involved in landcare in 
the Nambour district according to these advisers. 
Graham Elphinstone - Gympie 
From Nambour, we proceeded on to the DPI office at Gympie to meet with Graham 
Elphinstone. Graham is a long standing adviser in Gyrnpie. He has been there about I5 years 
and is very much a part of the community, part of the local school P&C with his family, and 
very much a community man. Graham took us out to meet Percy Bishop, Chairman of the 
Gympie and District Beef Liaison Committee which has about 250 members and is very well 
attended and well regarded within the district. 
The groups aim is for beef promotion and extension and it began in 1982. It has a $10 per 
annum subscription fee, although those on the committee suggest they don't take a lot of 
trouble to collect that fee because they are, as they say themselves "embarrassingly financial". 
The management committee consists of about 10 people. Three are representatives of the 
Queensland Cattleman's Union, three from the DPI, three from the United Graziers Association 
and one beef processor. The management committee remains non-political. Graham made a 
great point of this saying there are certainly political members within the group but the group 
itself will fly no political flag. He and others say the success of the group is that it is producer 
driven. They have a series of about 5 or 6 meetings a year as a committee and say that they 
develop up to five activities a year for the group. In general, these are said to be very well 
attended with up to 200 people coming along to full day length field days for instance. 
Interestingly, they say that only half of these or less are likely to be members, but there is no 
discrimination stopping non-members coming along. All these large field days are well 
advertised by the group and commercial enterprises (herbicide companies, local beef marketers 
and processors [people displaying products]) compete to be part of the field day. The Gym pie 
and Districts Beef Liaison Committee actually sell space at these field days for people to put up 
a tent and to have some time to present their material to the assembled group. This is where 
they raise most of their revenue from. 
Percy Bishop has been the chairman of this group for the past 10 years. We were later to find 
out that it is perceived that if you don't have Percy involved with something that's going on in 
the district (along with a couple of other key people in the district) it just won't happen. One of 
the other key people that was seen to be vitally important (by himself also) was Graham Smith, 
chairman of the local landcare group. 
It was very apparent that there was nothing new or innovative in the way that the group 
operates in extension. It is typically based around the sort of field days that we in the WA 
Department of Agriculture have run for quite some time, but obviously with large attendances 
by farmers. Approximately 25% or 30% of those attending these field days are women, who 
are also said to be very locally involved in decision making (often financial decision) making in 
this area. The group involves community organisations equivalent to our CWA to cater for 
lunch at their field days because they believe this increases the community ownership of these 
events. The group has tried producing a newsletter but they considered that it proved to be too 
much work. They believe it needs a dedicated person, someone familiar with editing to take 
that on board. The group has also paid to send off some of its young members to training 
courses within the State, as a way of using up some of the funding that they seem to 
accumulate. 
The field days are advertised by direct mail which goes out to all of their financial members and 
this also goes directly to all of the media outlets in the district. 
One of the things that the group is very proud of and feels works very well, is a feedlot 
competition where local beef producers are encouraged to submit up to two calves which go 
into a feedlot. As they go into the feedlot, they are weighed and scored by the participating 
farmers and estimates are made then on how they will perform in that feedlot. They are then 
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monitored monthly where they are weighed and again scored. We are not sure how long it is 
until they are turned off, but at some point they are finally judged by the buyers (people like 
Woolworths) who would normally buy these animals from the saleyard. They are then 
butchered and a whole set of objective scoring is done on the carcass itself through fat 
percentage, colour of the meat, dressed weight etc. Eighty members take part in this each year 
and they can't cater for any more than that simply because of the feedlot size. In the last year or 
two they have had to turn away people who have wanted to take part in the competition. There 
is approximately $5,000 worth of prizes. One thing of importance is that the farmers 
themselves get to decide at the start and at the finish, whether they think these animals are 
going to perform. At the end, each of the farmers who takes part is asked to pick the best 
animal (best carcass on the hoof). They are aiming to produce supermarket grade beef in this 
district which is the highest quality beef, and traditionally farmers haven't had a good idea of 
what that looks like on the hoof versus what it looks like once its dressed down. 
So the feedlot competition aims to get farmers thinking about what the animal looks like when 
it's born and whether it's going to make supermarket grade because it has the right 
confirmation and the right muscle quality etc. 
The group has developed a very high profile with this feedlot competition. Apparently it is 
recognised Australia-wide. They find that a similar group of people always seems to be at the 
top end of the competition results. In other words, the same sort of people get near the top 
with their cattle each time. But what they have noticed is that a number of farmers that were at 
the bottom end of the spectrum in terms of the performance of the animals that they put into 
the feedlot, have gone to such an extent that they have changed sires and they have 
resubmitted cattle year after year on the basis of trying to improve the confirmation and end 
result of their animals. That's exactly what the competition set out to achieve. 
In the office at Gympie, Graham Elphinstone is the field crop and pastures extension officer but 
also within that office there are two Dairy extension officers. These dairy extension officers 
have all their operating paid for by industry groups (farmer cooperatives for the dairying 
industry) and all the salaries are paid for by the department. The operating costs paid by the 
industry includes vehicles, travel, attendance to conferences etc. 
In Gympie we had dinner with Graham Smith and three other members of the Gympie and 
District Landcare Group. This landcare group has 200-+ members. The financial members pay 
$5 per year to be a member. Many of their members are currently in arrears. They are not 
particularly concerned about collecting that membership. It doesn't seem to be like our State 
where they consider everyone within a boundary to be members of their landcare group. It is 
only those who wish to be involved. When they set out they did a goal setting workshop. The 
two goals that came up top of the list were to; 
a) ameliorate landslips and soil erosion in the district and 
b) to ameliorate and prevent the declining productivity of the soil as they saw it. 
These are the principal reasons for the formation of the group. The communication with the 
group members is done by a mail out of a newsletter about four times a year to all financial 
members. 
" 
The group executive meets about once every six weeks to once every two months. They have 
decided through some very unproductive and long meetings to put a curfew on their meetings 
of 10pm. They start at 7.30pm and finish at 10pm regardless. They feel that this is a 
productive way of working. Some of the business has to be carried over to following meetings 
but it generally means that decisions are made without long and drawn out discussion. The 
bulk of attendance at any of the landcare functions that the group has is made up of non­ 
members. One such activity that was highlighted to us, probably their most successful, was a 
Fertiliser Forum where they arranged speakers from both the conventional fertiliser arena ­ 
(producers and manufacturers) and some organic fertiliser gurus including earth worm 
products etc, and had DPI people also discussing it. They had 220 attend this evening. 
Subsequent to that fertiliser forum, there was so much interest out of the earthworm fertiliser 
that a separate workshop was run which attracted about 1 10  people. 
The Gympie and District Landcare Group is more a regional based group and Graham 
Elphinstone is the DPI representative, along with 10 other representatives from interested 
associations. As part of Grahams DPI role, 20% of his work time is allocated to the Gympie 
and Districts Landcare Group. He tells us he also spends that much time again of his own 
personal time involved with that group, out of his own interest with the group. This would be 
equivalent to our commissioners nominee for many of our LCDCs, but Graham is only 
working with one group, whereas our officers are working with a number. The group also has 
access to a Regional Landcare Facilitator who is working from the Bundaberg office. This 
person has in excess of 30 groups and can only really play a superficial role with the groups. 
He has no background knowledge about the groups or its members or their problems. He is 
purely a facilitator. The group have not undertaken any catchment planning as we know it. 
What is available to their members is a property management planning program where an 
officer from the Maryborough District comes into the district and offers to growers in the area, 
property management planning workshops which are a week long. 
The property management planning process was not perceived as a very great success. The 
group members did not have much respect for their landcare facilitator as they believed his 
input to the group was very minimal. However, they had a very high respect for Graham's 
input because of his local knowledge. 
One of the major activities which the group has undertaken is to develop two videos. One of 
which was a instructional video on how to prevent and rehabilitate landslips which are common 
on the very steep country. They did this on a $3,000 budget which Graham says is the very 
minimum and resulted in a lot of hair-tearing by him to get it done on that budget. They were 
also able to get the filming done almost for nothing by just entertaining the film crew when it 
arrived. The second video they produced at a cost of $20,000, is related to their SO Million 
Tree Planting Program in the Mary River catchment. The Mary River runs for about 300km 
through this area and discharges to the sea at Maryborough. That video talks about the Mary 
River itself and some of the problems along the way in the catchment. As part of this SO 
Million Tree Program the group is likely to be employing a consultant to give advice on where 
and what should be planted. 
We feel that the group is in a very fortunate position in that much of the land that they are 
wanting to be planted is non-useable anyway. It is too steep to be farmed or it's soils are too 
shallow. But there are also in a luxurious position in this district where they have quite a range 
of commercial tree crops which can be planted both for fence posts etc and furniture timber. 
There is a commercial forest industry in the district. The group is also looking to encourage the 
planting of high value furniture timber tree types. The members of the committee that we met 
were certainly dedicated to the Gympie and Districts Landcare Group, however we feel that 
Graham Elphinstone has a huge role to play in that group and we wonder about the success of 
the Gympie and Districts Landcare Group and the Gympie and Districts Beef Producers Group 
given that Graham was moved out of the district. He states that he has been there for 15 years 
and a transfer has been suggested to him a couple of times, but the hierarchy have decided that 
it would be a backward step to move him from the district. 
[an Crosthwaite - Kingaroy 
On Monday 19th we travelled to K.ingroy and visited Ian Crosthwaite at the DPI. Ian is one of 
two extension officers who spends 50% of his time on crops and the other 50% on the beef 
industry, pasture and timber management. There are 3-4,000 cropping farmers and 1,200 beef 
farmers in the K.ingroy District. There is a whole host of crops grown within this district 
including maize, sorghum, soy beans, navy beans, mungbeans, sunflower, wheat, barley, 
triticale and peanuts. The area has traditionally been a cropping area but now there is an 
increasing area being sown to pasture, due to the belief that pasture will improve their soil 
structure. The area receives 750mm, two thirds of which falls in summer and one third in 
winter. 
The extension officers in Kingrey operate their advisory service on Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday mornings which is split between two of them. However, this is a very loose 
arrangement. They also have a very close relationship with the Bean Growers Co-op which 
services 80% of the district and they have the ability to channel a lot of their ad-hoc enquiries 
towards them. 
The extension officers have produced the South Burnett Crop Management Notes which they 
believe has reduced their ad-hoc enquiries. This is a book equivalent to the size of our Wheat 
Book and is reviewed every second year. This book is available from DPI and Agribusiness. 
There is advertising space within it which completely covers the cost of printing. The groups 
that they work with consist of mainly industry groups such as the Grains Research Foundation, 
the Queensland Grain Growers Association (which can be split into the Zone Council and local 
branches). They also have the Beef Research Council and a South Burnett Beef Liaison Group. 
The extension officers role in these is as the DPl's rep for the industry and to provide technical 
information. Extension officers were involved in landcare, however there appeared to be on1y 
one landcare group and they saw their role as the provision of technical information to this 
group. 
The landcare group received a two-day property management planning workshop where the 
soil conservation officer and the extension officer are involved in providing a map for the 
farmers consisting mainly of earthworks and resource information. The workshops are very 
short and covered a whole heap of different things but mainly depended on what the fanners 
wanted. There were field visits and discussion of a hypothetical fann. 
Scott Cauley (DPI, Miles) and David Lawrence (ORI, Roma) 
In the afternoon of Monday we visited Scott Cauley and David Lawrence (Scott from DPI in 
Miles, David from DPI Roma) at a workshop they were attending in the Bunya mountains. 
Scott and David are both crop agronomists primarily. David is the only extension officer 
within his office of Roma. Again in his district there are no private consultants but there 
certainly are commercial agronomists working with producer Co-ops and re-seller 
organisations. Scott suggested that 80% of their advisory load is taken up by the re-seller type 
agronomists. They perceive that the biggest problem in getting information out to farmers is 
that fanners are ignorant of existing information already available within the DPI. These 
extension officers and others it seems in Queensland use what they call Local Consensus Data 
Groups, where they present to a group of farmers a hypothetical farm and ask them to fiU in 
hypothetical information so that the end result is the scenario of a farm that they believe would 
be typical for the district, with the sort of inputs and outputs that cockies are actually using. 
The landcare groups in this district are again very large. Scott described the formation of these 
groups as a process whereby he suggested to a farmer of his choice that he invite his 
neighbours to take part in a landcare group, but only to invite those neighbours that he would 
be happy to have in his own lounge room. These extension officers have a role in these groups 
similar to the others we have already talked about. Scott and David feel that many of the 
groups in the district, (not only the landcare groups) have lost momentum over time. This is 
something they don't see as a problem and they are happy only to work with groups that 
maintain their own momentum. 
To service the office enquiries, the Roma office (which only has one extension officer ie. one 
agronomist) sets aside one day per week when David Lawrence tries to be in. On other days, 
farmers take pot luck on getting him and are encouraged to leave messages. At Kingroy, 
Roma and Miles, it appears that there has never been a great expectation that fanners can get 
the extension officers. It has been for a long time, a case of ring them and if you get them in, 
you're lucky. 
Scott and David see their role in these groups now, and in extension generally, as more one of 
facilitation and more and more giving less technical advice. Many of the groups that they work 
with have become politically oriented. It appears that in many cases in these politically oriented 
groups the executive of one (for instance beef producers group} is also the executive of the 
local landcare group with one or two changes. With agronomists using consultants to off-load 
a lot of their detailed advising work, there were a couple of points that these guys weren't that 
happy about, in that the consultants serve their own clients only. If you are not buying goods 
from the local reseller you don't get the use of his agronomist. They also feel that Scott and 
David individually quickly lose touch with technical details if they off-load too much of the 
advisory work onto the local consultants. David Lawrence said that he is nominally 40% on 
reactive advisory work and 30% on crop and pasture groups and associated trials. Although he 
did state that he has not had a trial for 2 years and that he considers all the trials in his district 
as farmer tria1s that he has had some input into. Both extension officers use radio and media 
strategically as we would at ADAC. 
Scott Cauley sees that he has a 15% role in the support of landcare groups but he uses his 
landcare groups predominantly for production extension. Again Scott and David are working 
with a crop management manual which they perceive as very important to off load a lot of the 
day to day advisory enquiries. However, in that manual herbicide rates are all label information 
- not like in Western Australia where we recommend cut rates where appropriate. The 
Queensland Extension Officers were quite horrified that we do such a thing. 
Over the course of the last couple of days of talking to various extension officers, coming out 
very strongly is their reliance on these crop manuals. They have all been produced in-house at 
some point in time and there now seems to be a crop and/or pasture management manual for 
each region in Queensland, as there are agrilink developments for the horticultura1 areas. They 
state that in many cases when they are talking to a farmer on the phone they ask that farmer to 
open the crop management manual at the appropriate page which allows them to more easily 
explain things, but also reinforces the use of the crop management manual by each farmer. 
It would appear also that the attitude to landcare is not good from many of these extension 
officers. They perceive it as a warm and fuzzy activity which they prefer to stay away from, 
but become involved with the landcare groups when there is production type issues that they 
can utilise the group for. It also appears that they have not had to face historically a large 
demand for ad hoc advice over the phone, and as we mentioned, a lot of local reseller 
consultants fill this. It also appears that the activities of extension officers varies enormously 
from office to office and it is up to the initiative of the offices or the extension officers 
themselves to develop their own programme of extension. How they handle their reactive 
services and how much time they spend out in the field is up to them. 
One thing that has come to light is that the reseller type agronomists or farmer co-operative 
agronomists, a11 the ones we've heard about have no formal training and have picked up the 
training on the job and are kept up to date by things like herbicide company seminars and 
update information. 
Gus Hamilton, DRI, Dalby 
On Tuesday morning 19 October we visited Gus Hamilton, Programme Leader for the Viable 
Farming Systems Group at the DPI, Dalby. That programme aims to increase the adoption of 
sustainable farming systems by South Queensland farmer groups and is part NLP funded. It 
involves 6.6 man years, is a5year project and is approximately half way through. NLP pays 
one salary of $50,000 and $70,000 operating costs. We were told by Gus that the project is 
systems based which includes knowledge systems, farming systems, information systems and 
soft or social systems. It has a very strong emphasis on farmer learning. One technique that 
Gus has used is to take equipment, in this case a rainfall simulator, out to farmers let them use 
it, design their own treatments, and then use the results as they see fit. 
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Gus again made us feel very uneducated with his level of post-graduate study, having studied 
for 2 years with Neils Roling at Waginingen (The Netherlands). He appears to be one of the 
many well qualified DPI extension personnel. 
Gus' group undertook a survey to analyse information gathering systems and farmers wives 
were identified as being very important in this. Since that, he and his programme have 
developed three groups which are solely made up of farmers wives. The philosophy of the 
programme is to respond to what farmers want. To form the farmers wives groups, Gus first 
approached the CWA and suggested that the farmers wives needed to know something about 
the technicaJ running of the farm. He was severely beaten about by the wives, who considered 
that they had more than enough to do and little time to spend on technical information 
gathering as well. About some 8 months later, Gus approached 3 significant farmers wives in 
the district and got them to form groups around them. This worked well. He asked the wives 
what it was they wanted know and what areas they perceived they needed to know information 
in. One of the significant things that came to light was that they chose to undertake training 
courses in things like tractor driving and servicing. They also wished to play with the rainfall 
simulator. Gus believes that farmers wives won't ask silly questions when they are in a group of 
both men and women. They perceive that this will obviously embarrass themselves and/or 
embarrass their husbands, but they are happy to ask those apparently silly questions when they 
are in a group of women only. They don't feel threatened. Two findings from the study were as 
follows ­ 
1 .  "Wives believe that husbands believe that they are the sole decision maker." 
2. "Wives believe that husbands believe that wives don't have enough hands-on experience." 
Even though Gus and co. can get the women to meet together, they are still finding it very 
difficult to get both the husbands and wives to meet together. Gus cited one example where he 
tried to get the wives' groups to bring all their husbands along, and it turned out that all the 
husbands came and the wives stayed home. Gus believes that the women's groups need a 
secondary facilitator, a woman from within the group to keep the group together and to 
integrate the groups activities. Also the women's groups that he is involved with did not want 
publicity. They did not want to be recognised as a group in the media as a production group, 
but preferred to carry on their activities somewhat anonymously. The groups effectively are 
CWA sponsored and funded by the DPI, but very few of the group's members are active within 
the CW A. 
The age range of the women within the groups is from 17 to 80. In the initial formation of the 
groups, once Gus had found his three significant women, those three women put together S 
others each from around them as a working group and then invited personally the surrounding 
women. This was followed by a written invitation from Gus to participate also. They actually 
targeted SO rural women and got 43 of those SO interested. These groups have gone on 
fanning systems bus trips and the women's groups have expressed the absolute need when 
visiting a farm, for both the farmer and his wife to be present for the women's group visits. 
Gus firmly believes that a facilitator can not be a technical expert also. He disagrees that 
advisers can be an effective technical expert and a facilitator and says that the roles have to be 
separated. The groups that he is involved with, of which there are about 24, number from 6-16 
people. Gus considers the ideal group number to be between 10 and 20. 
On the general handling of adviser enquiries to the Dalby office, that office has for the last 5 
years actively shunted its general enquiries wherever possible, to private consultants or to the 
private agronomists working for the local grower organisations. There has been a Ministerial 
decision that states that one to one advice is out because it is in the private good. Flack is still 
being received by the DPI 5 years after this effectively has ended their one to one service. Gus 
commented that he operates the phone for one morning per week, a Monday morning, for 
most of the western Queensland grain growing area. Even so, if enquiries come in and Gus can 
answer them, he will wherever possible still put these on to the local private agronomists. This 
area also operates with a series of crop management notes that were locally produced, again 
entirely funded by private advertising for its printing. The DPI pays for its compilation. Again, 
it is updated about every 2 years. All farmers in this district are posted a copy of that crop 
management manual Gus sees this happening in all other districts also and that all farmers will 
be posted a series of the notes as they are produced. When a farmer calls in with an enquiry 
over the phone he is asked to open that book in front of him during the phone conversation. 
Gus commented that a column called "Crop Comments" in the rural newspapers is highly read 
and is 80% written by DPI staff Agmemo type publications are still utilised by the DPI. 
Technical information is going into the local newspapers. 
The local DPI has used crop check systems. Gus sees them as having varied worth and he has 
seen a number of them crash when deliberate error has been introduced by farmers. He has 
seen someone near the bottom of the list of performers deliberately put in false information to 
make their name climb up the list. Gus has recognised that farmers are very competitive and 
sometimes will deliberately not give accurate information to their neighbours. 
Gus considered that the support of the local agro-political groups was absolutely vital in taking 
away the advisory service from the local office and fanning it out to local consultants. He has 
no qualms about doing this, or asking the farmers that phone in to ring certain local 
agribusiness people and not others. The good are recommended, the poor are not 
recommended. Some joint group work is done by the local DPI with consultants but not to a 
great level. Gus sees the project management system that they are currently working under as 
useful to focus their attention on the industry development projects and away from the reactive 
servicing projects. Some private enterprise agronomists are running viable farming systems 
groups in the district, effectively for the DPI. In return, they attract some clients out of these 
groups obviously and they also get access to DPI services for their own group work. 
Information centres are being developed at a state, regional and district level in Queensland. 
Large centres will be in Brisbane and Toowoomba, which will cater for almost anything. The 
regional and district centres will be more specific to the enterprises that are in those districts. 
These information centres will not only contain DPI information but the local private 
consultants and agronomists will be asked and expected to input information into those 
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centres. Gus' philosophy is that whilst each of these people is likely to put in and word the 
information such that their product sounds the best, that this is OK, and it will be up to the 
farmers to sift through and decide what really is the best. It will not be edited by DPI 
personnel. 
The information centres will have information on paper and in disk form. Gus sees that a lot of 
it will be available for sale. They will have an office girl and an information officer. It is likely 
they will have an Expert System which the office girl will use to very quickly locate 
information for any enquiry. It will be simple information wherever possible. The role of the 
information officer Gus says, is to monitor the use of the information system and to help 
develop multi-media information. He sees that this will be a fee for service from day one. The 
person developing the information systems is called Sean Coffey, in the Brisbane Office, whose 
role is Information Systems Development. 
One other issue discussed was property management planning. The impression we got over the 
last few days is that this was a short process and perhaps only occupied a couble of days of 
farmers time. Gus understands in his district that its a modular process that's more complex 
than we have understood and it is something that does take place over 12 or 18 months and is 
much more similar to our catchment planning process than we first thought. 
The DPI use a system of Rapid Rural Appraisal which is where they train up their own staff to 
go out and quickly undertake surveys of farmers attitudes and beliefs to understand their 
knowledge systems. One instance Gus cited was teams of two DPI personnel working 
together, perhaps somewhere between 6 and 8 teams, who over a period of 4 days 
concentrated time, undertook quite detailed attitude surveys with 140 farmers. This is being 
written up by Gus and sounds like it contains some good information. 
Glen Milne - Private Agronomist - Dalby 
Following our discussions with Gus we met with Glen Milne, an agronomist with a seed and 
grain company. This company employs 3 agronomists plus one at another centre and a 
manager. They acknowledge that they have taken on more clients since DPI have decreased its 
reactive servicing. However, they only wish to deal with those clients that are going to 
purchase goods from their particular company. The mode of action of the agronomists is that 
they try to be out in the field most of the time, dropping in on farmers and making their 
products. available. They also possess mobile phones so they are fairly accessible at any time 
of day. They have also found that the mobile phones have reduced the amount of night work. 
The agronomists like to be seen as experts in their field, so that people have to come to them 
for info. They utilise and acknowledge DPI information but don't bring DPI staff with them. 
Glen has about 12 groups that he works with. The farmers organise the meetings and invite 
Glen along. The process that Glen uses is that he gathers as much new information as possible 
and bombards them with it non stop so that they think he is the best and couldn't possibly go to 
anybody else for further information. This is somewhat different to his own experiences with 
the DPI where he primarily acted as a facilitator and got lots of ideas from the group and then 
set priorities. 
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It is company policy not to involve chemical company reps to attend the group meetings also. 
Glen works with 12 groups and these groups meet 3-4 times per year. However, when things 
are down such as at the moment due to the drought, it has onJy been twice per year. Glen is 
always in communication with the DPI. Glen attends the DPI field days for his own 
information gathering. However, he prefers to deal directly with the researchers to find out the 
latest information from them rather than extension workers. The company produces a 
newsletter about 4 times per year and this is circulated to clients. Some screening does go on in 
that the newsletter is onJy sent to clients of the company and sometimes to clients which have 
only spent for example, in excess of $10,000 that year. There have been some instances where 
a particular person in one of the groups has not purchased any materials or goods from the 
company and it is often recommended to the group leader that that person does not participate 
in the group any more. This is often done by the group leader who shows enormous loyalty to 
the company and has no hesitation in discouraging his neighbour from attending unless he 
wishes to purchase further goods or materials from the company. 
The main observations from this discussion included that the private agronomist wishes to 
spend most of his time ( or almost all of his time) on a one to one basis with farmers and that 
they do not want to participate with DPI or extension workers in delivering information. They 
want to be seen as the only authority in this field. 
On the last day of our touring around we stopped at the Gatton campus of the University of 
Queensland to speak to Geoff Coutts and Beth Woods, at the Rural Extension Centre, an 
initiative of the Department of Primary Industry to locate some of their extension expertise and 
personnel close to the University environment where they can interact and undertake some 
teaching of students also. 
Geoff Coutts - Gatton 
We talked at length with Geoff about the information centres that the Queensland DPI are 
establishing. One of Geoff's comments was that if the DPI was to only go to a physical 
resource, (ie. a centre which resembled a library) then he saw that isolating most of the rural 
farmers. He couldn't see too many people that lived far away from such a centre, coming in to 
view the information, and suggested that it would have to be an electronic format to make it 
assessable to more than just locals. Geoff is very keen on the info fax type system in an 
interactive way, where farmers can respond to such things as surveys as suggested by the 
Kondinin Farm Improvement Group. This is where maybe over a weekend, a fax form can be 
sent out to farmers saying what do you think about X?, or what is happening in your district 
with regard to (for instance) bud worm? and they can then respond. Geoff also saw it as a way 
of alerting farmers at times of rapid change, for instance a bud worm threat where each farmer 
that was in the area affected could be faxed an update of the current status of the threat. Geoff 
sees the info fax system as being a fee for service, and useful for the topical up to date bulletin 
type information rather than just as a way to access a large store of information that you might 
find in a file for instance. This sort of information interaction is more suited to CD-ROM. 
Geoff believes strongly that the information centres must focus on interactive interaction with 
farmers. He feels that if a lot of emphasis is placed on putting information in a physical form 
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into an information centre, and that's as far as you look, then it falls short of the mark. The 
beauty of the information centre is that it is a focus for interaction with farmers. 
He also stressed that it is important that there are not gaps in the available information. So if 
you are setting out to develop an information centre, you do it properly. He also sees it as an 
avenue to service hobby farmers and make them feel included. The DPI in Queensland has 
someone currently overseas in America studying information technology. His name is 
Warwick Eased own. 
One thing that is outstanding about the Queensland DPI is that in 1992, they had in the region 
of 45 people at overseas universities studying extension methodology, information technology, 
etc. The Queensland DPI recognise that the next stage for extension is in the soft systems 
methodology. Soft systems defines the people side rather than the hard system which is the 
technology side of extension. In the Queensland DPI's changing activities in extension, one 
thing they felt was very useful was that the documentation they put together in terms of an 
extension strategy gave the Government the confidence to continue funding the extension 
service. A further flow on from that extension strategy document was the ability to identify 
holes in the current extension service, particularly in lieu of the areas that might be appropriate 
for fee for service. Geoff sees the role of their extension people in the field as being one of dual 
facilitators and technical deliverers. He sees that you can't be a facilitator without having some 
technical knowledge; that the role of the facilitator is likely to be out making things happen 
with groups and individuals; but that those groups and individuals also must get some spin off 
from that person to warrant their time, either in increased activity in their group, or in the 
technical information that they receive from that facilitator/technical deliverer/extension 
person. 
Geoff believes that the reduction in ad hoc advice provided by DPT extension officers would 
ultimately allow them to have much greater indepth knowledge of the industry in which they 
are working and the on farm problems and opportunities in those industries. The DPT is 
moving toward information specialists trained in the best ways to deliver information - both 
new and innovative. They intend to have one information specialist situated in each region. 
They don't see it as a role that can be taken on by existing extension officers on top of their 
existing duties. It is a stand alone role. Geoff says it is likely that the information specialists 
will have a focus on a particular industry so that they are able to recognise any gaps in existing 
information and know where to go to fill those gaps. The DPI looks like having a regional 
extension specialists in addition to each of the information systems specialists in each region. 
These regional extension specialists will provide methodological support for the every day 
extension officers and to better define extension projects. These rural extension specialists are 
effectively a linkage or an arm of the rural extension centre at the Gatton campus of the 
University of Queensland. The regional extension specialists will have a training role in the 
regions and will also feed back information to the rural extension centre at the University as to 
what requirements there are out in the field. Geoff feels that you can't make changes to 
extension policy without first carrying the extension staff with you, in other words they must 
have ownership and be in agreement with those changes. You can't just impose training upon 
someone and expect them to start working in a new direction unless they have some 
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understanding and commitment as to where that new direction lies. 
One technique that Geoff is interested in and sees a lot of use for and has used is that of Rapid 
Rural Appraisal or Multi Perspective Analysis as they are now calling it. This is detailed in 
some of the literature we bought back from Queensland. 
